To avoid lifter failure, potential death and property damage, never exceed WLL (Working Load Limit).
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Dimensions are subject to manufacturing tolerance and change.

To insert the assembly, align the toe head for every into the aperture in the corner fitting, tilt the body back slightly and lay the bottom ball lock inside the aperture, depressing it as the body is tilted up against the side of the corner and allowing the top ball lock to enter the aperture, push against the body & manually turn the toe from the opposite end, using the crosspin to drag and turn it. Since the crosspin is in the same plane as the toe head you will see when the 90° interlock is achieved, once interlocked, the ball locks expand to resist dislodging, to remove, reverse the procedure.

NOTES:
1. PART NO.: AN21A00-00A-PA, ROTARY LIFT LUG WITH SAFETY LOCK
2. WLL: 29,000 LB. @ 10:1 TO ULTIMATE, 6:1 TO YIELD
58,000 LB. @ 5:1 TO ULTIMATE, 3:1 TO YIELD
3. PROOF TESTED TO 200% AND CERTIFIED
4. STANDARD SPECIFICATION # EAD21000A APPLIES
5. FINISH: THERMAL ZINC COATED
6. CALCULATED WEIGHT: 48.50 LB.
7. DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO MEET OR EXCEED ASME B30.26